HISTORY OF THE NAWWABS OF THE CARNATIC
towers and mud walls of the fort, the infirmity and deficiency of
the soldiers, the rudeness, and wickedness of the enemy, we feel
like one who is bitten by a snake in India and waits for an
antidote from 'Iraq. The fortune of battle depends upon the
assistance of the Protector; the care of the arrangements on the
field stands upon the grace of the Possessor of the world. In
these circumstances a plan may be devised to improve the
condition of the army and lighten the difficulties."
3Jaijrat-i-Alfi replied:
"From the beginning  of  our  arrival   to the silii  of the
Carnatic,   we  took  an   interest   in   you;  the   declaration    of
hostility   by   my    famous   father   against   the    French,    the
sacrifice of his   precious life, my hereditary friendship with all
of you in every difficult affair, and ungrudging help with men
and money, especially my association in this war full of anxieties,
notwithstanding the disregard for  innumerable difficulties, the
loss of   life    of    my    beloved   son,   the   anxiety   for   other
children   and  family—what, else could these point to   but  my
regard   and    friendship   for   the    Knglish   community?       In
future,   as  long as 1 live,   i have resolved   to unite with   the
English  and help them in all possible ways.    According to my
direction, my children also will have regard for the   ways of
their father and   grandfather.   At this juncture, had we been at
Naltharnagar,   we would,   as   far  as possible,  have certainly
helped  you with our army   and provisions and those  of  the
silbdtirs in different districts.    As   we are helpless to  go over
there at present, we remain here with family and children   and
thus give proof of the manner of our friendship."
Becket submitted: "Your devoted servants take the res-
ponsibility of conveying you by sea from here to Negapatarru
Thence it is in your power to reach Nattharnagar,"
He replied: '*We have no experience of a sea voyage.
The sea air may not suit our health. Besides, it is to
be considered that the ships of the mischievous enemy
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